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Soldiers inc mobile warfare offline

Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare is a free real-time multiplayer strategy game for mobile devices. In it, you take command of a division of mercenary soldiers and battle with other computer-controlled players and opponents to control the territory and expand your forces. You can form alliances
with other players, allowing you to chat and plan your strategy together. Resource management, alertness and planning are more important here than reflexes or combat skills, despite the military issue, this is primarily a resource management game. Battles and budgetsThe lovers of the



mobile strategy genre will find a lot to enjoy in Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare. There is a lot of low-level content accessible, which is nice. The graphics are attractive and the interface is simple and easy to use. However, if you're looking for battle action, you're in the wrong place, combat is
completely abstract. You assign units to a fight and then you see the results. This game is much more about resources and logistics. Like many free games, it also has a lot of timers that can lead to a frustrating experience. The goal, of course, is to encourage you to make in-app purchases,
and while that's understandable, it can still be a little aggravating. Fun for management-mindedI'm the part of strategy games you really like is base building and resource management, Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare might be right for you. Others may find a little slow.testeteste
teste1ChangesClean and simple interfaceFun alliance systemRustratingly slow build timers 1.26 April 30, 2020 We have made some small changes to increase performance and stability. Your gaming experience will be smoother and faster than ever! Upgrade Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare
Now! 1.25.7 February 13, 2020 We have made some small changes to increase performance and stability. Your gaming experience will be smoother and faster than ever! Upgrade Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare Now! 1.25.6 November 14, 2019 A new and improved version of the game is
available! 1.25.5 October 24, 2019 A new and improved version of the game is available! 1.25 April 18, 2019 Version 1.25 is here. These are the new features you can expect: - New building levels. Upgrade buildings to higher levels and receive better bonuses! - Smoother performance and
improved stability. Enjoy a better gaming experience. Upgrade Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare Now! 1.24.3 July 5, 2018 We have made some small changes to increase performance and stability. Your gaming experience will be smoother and faster than ever! Upgrade Soldiers Inc: Mobile
Warfare Now! 1.24.2 May 26, 2018 1.24 is here. These are the new features that will come soon to your game: - The Alliance Duel Tournament. Compete with a rival alliance, earn points and receive huge rewards. - Mercenary recovery improvements. This new item reduces a mercenary's
recovery time. - A new mercenary. Raid bases with the Courier Android to get even more resources. - - Super missions. Complete our new super quests and earn rewards. 1.24.1 May 24, 2018 Version 1.24 is here. These are the new features that will come soon to your game: - The
Alliance Duel Tournament. Compete with a rival alliance, earn points and receive huge rewards. - Mercenary recovery improvements. This new item reduces a mercenary's recovery time. - A new mercenary. Raid bases with the Courier Android to get even more resources. - New super
missions. Complete our new super quests and earn rewards. 1.24 May 14, 2018 Version 1.24 is here. These are the new features that will come soon to your game: - The Alliance Duel Tournament. Compete with a rival alliance, earn points and receive huge rewards. - Mercenary recovery
improvements. This new item reduces a mercenary's recovery time. - A new mercenary. Raid bases with the Courier Android to get even more resources. - New super missions. Complete our new super quests and earn rewards. 1.23.1 February 16, 2018 A new and improved version of the
game is now available! Download the new version of Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare now to take advantage of all the latest features! 1.23 February 15, 2018 Coming soon:- Temporary bunker expansion items. Your bunker's power limit can be increased by 100%, 400%, or 900% for 7 or 30
days.- Increases expansion points. Increases the number of expansion points you take from battles by 100% for 4 or 24 hours.- Two new operating mercenaries: the Engineer for Offensive Operations and the Field Specialist for Defensive Operations.- Security Systems: New Defensive
Units that protect your Base and troops during attacks. Available on level 31. 1.22 December 7, 2017 Version 1.22 has arrived. Look for all these features in the coming days:- New elite status levels. Keep fighting for Levels 11 through 15. Activate your elite status in these levels to activate
powerful new bonuses.- Complete super quest automatics. Complete daily and weekly super quests instantly using new items. - New Defensive Sites. Build the mortar, land finder, and devastating to increase your base defense. Later this month:- Mercenary improvement tournament.
Promote your mercenaries and upgrade them to higher classes to earn huge rewards. 1.21 November 1, 2017 Version 1.21 has arrived. Beware of these new features in the coming days: - Alliance Containers. You can obtain Alliance containers from certain Special Offers at the Bank.
When you receive one, everyone else in your Alliance will too. - Temporary Annex Site Unlocker. Expand your territory with temporary annex sites. Earn even more resources and bonuses. Play now! September 27, 2017 This update includes the following features:- Mercenaries. Fight new
enemies with these new units. Mercenaries are special units that you can collect and upgrade, with abilities that can increase your base and army. - Mercenary Solo XP Tournament. Take on targets and retreat mercenaries to earn Mercenary XP and win big. - Alliance management
updates. From now on, only commander commanders Lieutenant Colonel or higher can view other players' Reinforcements on their Black Sites or Alliance headquarters. Play now. 1.20 September 18, 2017 Details matter, and we have changed some minor things to make your gaming
experience better than ever! Download the latest update to Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare and get to work! 1.19.1 August 25, 2017 We have made some small changes to increase performance and stability. Your gaming experience will be smoother and faster than ever! Upgrade Soldiers Inc:
Mobile Warfare Now! 1.19 August 16, 2017 Details matter, and we've changed a few minor things to make your gaming experience better than ever! Download the latest update to Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare and get to work! 1.18 July 6, 2017 We have put our game through rigorous
testing procedures and are now ready to be deployed. With increased performance and improved overall stability, your gaming experience will be better than ever! Upgrade Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare Now! 1.17.2 June 15, 2017 Hours of hard work have paid off! The latest version of
Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare is our best yet! The game is now faster, smoother and more stable than ever. Upgrade now to take advantage of the latest features! 1.17.1 May 30, 2017 Details matter, and we've changed a few minor things to make your gaming experience better than ever!
Download the latest update to Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare and get to work! 1.17 May 26, 2017 This update includes several new features:- Alliance Attacks. Alliances can now carry out joint attacks against Black Sites and Alliance Historical Barracks.- Missiles. You can now send missile
attacks to enemy Bases. The missiles also have Stealth versions, allowing you to send attacks anonymously.- Xp of the unit. Units will now gain XP from battles. Drive XP is used to improve the stats of your drives. - 4 new buildings. Training centers allow you to upgrade drives after they've
collected enough drive XP. Update now! 1.16 April 18, 2017 This update includes several changes and some exciting new features: - Hellhound Scouts. Hire this powerful new reconnaissance unit now!- New attachments. Upgrade your unit stats by building them around your base!-
Improved combat support. Sheriffs and generals can now handle alliance attack requests! - Defense core. This new building offers a complete list of base defense statistics, and can be further improved with defense add-ons!- Various bug fixes and optimizations. Play now! 1.15 March 17,
2017 This update contains the new features:- Super Quests. Complete daily, monthly and weekly super quests and receive huge rewards! - New items. Improved experience, increased cache collection speed and unit hiring booster!- More detailed tournament descriptions!- Flag selection.
Customize your Base!- Changes in the store. Get up to 200 resource packs per day!- Optimizations and more! Play now! 1.14.5 February 27, 2017 We have made some small changes to increase performance and and Your gaming experience will be smoother and faster than ever! Upgrade
Soldiers Inc: Mobile Warfare Now! Now!
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